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WHAT’S INSIDE THIS HANDBOOK?
Every summer camp experience shapes the life of a child. At The Jack and Pat Kay Centre
Camp, campers develop life skills, friendships and memories that they will cherish for years to
come. As staff members, it is our responsibility to provide a safe, fun and positive environment
for all of our kids. As a JCC day camp, we offer a unique product. This handbook along with our
staff training will provide you with the skill sets needed to be a successful member of The Jack
and Pat Kay Centre Camp team. Together we are about to create an experience that will affect
many lives and quite possibly change your own. Always remember the impact YOU are going to
have on the life of a child this summer.
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THE JACK AND PAT KAY CENTRE CAMP
MISSION
As a team, we strive to create an atmosphere of adventure, creativity, friendship and unity
within a safe and secure Jewish camp environment. We provide every camper and staff
member with a sense of community, unforgettable memories and a connection to the state of
Israel that lasts a lifetime.
WHO WE ARE
Once just a general camp, The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, a key department of the
Schwartz/Reisman Centre and the Prosserman JCC, now offers high quality specialty programs
in early childhood camping, performing arts, sports, Hebrew immersion, and leadership
training. The camp currently is the camp of choice for over 600 children and it is the leading
day camp in the Greater Toronto Area for those seeking a Jewish camping experience. Each
summer we recruit staff from Israel to enhance the cultural experience at camp as well to build
bridges between Canadian and Israeli youth and young adults.
We take pride in our relationship with our camp families, as the connection and trust that we
build results in quality feedback and an average camper return rate of over 70%. Working
under the leadership of true camping veterans, our staff return each summer to give back to
the next generation what was given to them. We look forward to your contribution to our
history.
OUR PHILOSOPHY
✓ As a team, we strive to create an atmosphere of adventure, creativity, friendship and
unity within a safe and secure camp environment.
✓ We combine original and traditional camp activities with strong leadership programs,
which inspire every camper and staff to share in our experience.
✓ We believe that each person is an individual with creative potential that can enrich the
lives of others through the camp experience.
✓ We provide every camper and staff member with a sense of community, Jewish identity,
unforgettable memories and a connection to the state of Israel that lasts a lifetime.
CONNECTION WITH ISRAEL
The mission of JCCs and all community agencies is to ensure the significant continuation of the
Jewish people. Towards this end, JCC Association strives to maximize the role of Israel in
enhancing Jewish identity and love of Judaism and building bridges to the Jewish people.
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THE “J”
VISION
Inspiring people to live the Jewish life they want to live.
MISSION
To build and sustain a caring and vibrant community hub, welcoming to all, based on a solid
foundation of Jewish values and a strong connection to Israel.
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
✓ Community;
✓ Leadership;
✓ Engagement;
✓ Social and Fiscal Responsibilities.

OCA AND JCCA
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp is a proud member of the Ontario Camping Association
(OCA) and the Jewish Community Centre Association (JCCA) and strives to abide by all of their
policies, procedures and guidelines.

CAMP LINGO

Summer 2019
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ISRAELI CULTURE AND JUDAIC PROGRAMS
Our Israeli cultural and Judaic program is the most unique aspect of The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp. In fact, it defines who we are and is one of the main reasons why parents select
our program for their children. We are so fortunate to have a carefully selected group of Israeli
Shlichim (Ambassadors) who are employed to help build and enhance our connections and
knowledge of Israel.
SHABBAT AT CAMP
Every Friday afternoon, The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp campers will be introduced to new
Jewish themes by our very own Shlichim during our Oneg Shabbats. Each theme will be
incorporated into camp wide activities and programming. The goal of these themes is to
incorporate Jewish Education and a love for Israel in our everyday camp life. The specific
themes will allow for campers to strengthen their connection to their Jewish culture and
identity. Our role as staff is to incorporate these themes into daily happenings in any way we
can. Remember that as staff we are role models to our campers, and we want to encourage
them to explore their Jewish roots and identity. Use the Oneg Shabbat themes as tools for
experiential learning and teachable moments throughout the summer. It is our hope that by
the end of August we have inspired each camper to connect with the The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp community through Jewish education and experiences. We require all staff to
wear their new blue staff shirts on Fridays.

FLAGPOLE
Flagpole is a time for the entire camp to come together to celebrate the beginning of a new
day, and to also reflect on our time together at the end of the day. For the summer of 2019,
Flagpole will run in the morning for a shorter period of time. The idea of morning Flagpole is to
provide a fun and safe environment for everyone to enjoy as campers and staff arrive to camp.
There will be some dancing to get the energy flowing, and there will also be procedures in place
regarding attendance taking and camper tracking. We will go through this during the PreCamp
training sessions.
For afternoon Flagpole, we will generally gather indoors. By the end of the day everyone has
spent enough time outdoors under the hot sun. This will help avoid campers and staff
becoming dehydrated or even sun-burnt. We will run some fun and interactive programs,
including the Centre Camp classic, Survivor, on certain days of the week. From there, extended
hours campers and staff will be dismissed, followed by campers and staff taking the bus,
followed by campers being picked up, followed by staff dismissal. More details regarding this
process will be discussed during PreCamp training sessions.
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CAMP SONG
Aleph, Bet and Gimel too,
We're going to have some fun with you,
At Centre Camp (where?)
At Centre Camp (oh)
Campers and Madrichim,
C.I.Ts and M.I.Ts
At Centre Camp (where)
At Centre Camp (oh)
It's a time to have some fun,
When we are out here playing in the sun
Suddenly we're making friends,
I hope this summer never ends.

1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4
Sports and drama, A&C,
Swim, hike and dance with me,
At Centre Camp (where)
At Centre Camp (oh)
On Friday when the week is done,
Eat some challah, have some fun,
At Centre Camp (where)
At Centre Camp (oh)It's a time to have
some fun,
When we are out here playing in the sun
Suddenly we're making friends,
I hope this summer never ends.

O’ CANADA
O Canada!
Our home and native land!
True patriot love in all of us command.
With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North strong and free!

From far and wide,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
God keep our land glorious and free!
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.

HATIKVAH
Kol od balevav penima
Nefesh yehudi homiya
Ulfatey mizrakh kadima
Ayin leTziyon tzofiya
Od lo avda tikvateynu
Hatikvah bat shnot alpayim
Lihyot am khofshi beartzeynu
Eretz Tziyon vi'Yerushalayim
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WORKING WITH CHILDREN
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AGES AND STAGES
Age
Group
✓

✓

✓
4-6
years
old

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Developmental
Milestones
Sponges for
information,
questioning, curious.
Learning to reason
and understand their
environment.
More aware of the
feelings, actions,
motivations of others.
Focusing more on
how peers see them.
Stronger physically,
more coordinated and
agile (conquering the
monkey bars, learning
how to throw and
catch a ball).
Learning how to read
and write.

What’s On Their Mind?
✓ Separation from
parents.
✓ Specific fears (e.g. the
unknown, the dark).
✓ Crave familiar food,
toys and activities.
✓ Anticipate fun
activities shared with
adults.
✓ Think about rewards
for good behaviour
and consequences for
misbehaviour.

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

Details to Guide
Interaction
Sensitive to criticism.
Don’t accept failure
well.
Becoming less
dependent on parents
but still seek adult
approval and
affection.
Beginning to
experience empathy
for others but are still
selfish.
Find ways to give
positive
encouragement and
assistance.
Offer support and
have an adult
supervising every 6
campers.

Activities They Would Enjoy
Provide experiences that encourage physical activity (e.g. running, playing games,
painting).
Use projects that can be completed successfully by beginners (crafts projects will end up
messy).
Make-believe and role-play activities help children to understand how others might think
or feel.
Plan a wide variety of activities that take a short time to complete.
Allow for exploration and spontaneity in activities – be flexible.
Plan activities in which success can be experienced.
Demonstrate activities.
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Age
Group
✓

✓
✓

9-12
years
old

✓

Developmental
Milestones
Torn between
childhood and
adolescence.
Looking for role
models.
Questioning the
rhyme and reason of
the world around
them.
Friendships and peers
gain greater
importance.

What’s On Their Mind?
✓ Looking for more
independence.
✓ Worried about fitting
in with peers.
✓ Want to define their
unique personality.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Details to Guide
Interaction
Girls will be maturing
faster than boys
(some may be
entering puberty)
Can be self-conscious
and critical (may begin
to experience bouts of
low self-esteem)
Encourage them to
help them see their
positive self-worth.
Changes in hormones
and thinking in older
children contribute to
mood swings.
Give them some
responsibility and
expect to see them
follow through.
Establish a climate
that is conducive to
peer support.

Activities They Would Enjoy
Interested in sports and in active games.
Plan many varied opportunities to achieve and have their competence recognized by
others.
Concentrate on developing individual skills.
Allow them to participate in the planning/rule setting of certain activities.
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Age
Group
✓

✓

✓
13-15
years
old

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Developmental
What’s On Their Mind?
Milestones
A concerted push for
✓ Defining their place in
independence and
the world.
autonomy.
✓ Being listened to and
Seeking out roles –
heard.
including leadership
✓ Wanting to be
ones.
understood and
Want more
accepted –
responsibility, but also
particularly by their
to set own rules.
peers.
Friendships start to
overshadow family.
Testing their limits.

✓

✓

✓

✓

Details to Guide
Interaction
Listen to their fears
without judging or
trivializing.
Provide honest
information about the
questions they have.
Help them to find
solutions on their own
by providing
supervision without
interference.
Remember that early
adolescents are
known for their drama
and feelings that seem
extreme to adults.
Accept their feelings
and be careful not to
embarrass or criticize.

Activities They Would Enjoy
Encourage active, fun learning experiences.
Encourage learning experiences related to self discovery, self-understanding, and getting
along with others.
Provide opportunities for boys and girls to mix without feeling uncomfortable (works best
when they plan the activities themselves).
Involve them in setting their own rules and planning activities for the group.
Encourage them to work with adults and older teens.
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SOCIAL SAFETY AT CAMP
Source for some material: http://www.acacamps.org/bullying/bullying-prevention#threetypes
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp has a ZERO TOLERANCE policy against Bullying
BULLYING (DEFINED)
It is the mistreatment of one or more people by an individual or a group, with either a power
imbalance or repeated mistreatment.
WHY DO KIDS ACT LIKE BULLIES?
The bullying phenomenon derives from the need and/or desire for social dominance (Pratto &
Sidanius, 1999). Kids seek their place on the social ladder and no one wants to land on the rung
on the bottom. The concept is that a natural ordering, based on social skills and behaviors, will
always put some kids on top of the social ladder (“Top 15 Percent”), most in the middle
(“Middle 70 Percent”), and some on the bottom of the social scene (“Bottom 15 Percent”).
TOP 15%
When faced with conflict (i.e. getting teased or “dissed,” or feeling excluded from their friends),
they find a way to deal with it. They do not break down. They read cues from others and usually
can find a way to diffuse a situation and let it go. The message they send to the bully is to back
off, and when the aggressor feels threatened, he or she will ultimately back down.
BOTTOM 15%
Bullying issues are not so easily addressed. When it comes to social skills (making friends,
interacting with others, resolving conflict), these kids may be at a loss. They have not developed
the same social skills as the Top 15 Percent and do not know how to signal aggressors to leave
them alone. In fact, they unknowingly may be doing things that encourage a bully to continue
to pick on them. Their emotional reactions become enticing to the attention-seeking bully in his
or her quest for dominance and peer acceptance.
MIDDLE 70%
They become unwitting bystanders. They see the bad behavior, but for many reasons, whether
it is fear, intimidation, or insecurity about their own social status, they often don’t say anything.
Bullying at camp is detrimental because kids come to camp to be safe from school life
insecurities, have fun, make friends, and maybe reinvent or differentiate themselves from
their school persona. They come to camp to improve their social status, learn how to feel
good about themselves, and hopefully broaden their social networks. Camp, at its very core,
has to be a place where physical and emotional safety is paramount, ensuring that children
have opportunities to grow.
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WHAT CAN WE DO TO BE PROACTIVE ABOUT BULLYING?
✓ Role play different situations WITH campers. Children LOVE this and will respond well to
it;
✓ Create positive goals and expectations with the cabin;
✓ Create a motto/slogan for the cabin that is friendly, welcoming, inclusive;
✓ Create positive and meaningful consequences if expectations are not met;
✓ Talk to kids about tattle-tailing vs reporting;
✓ Challenge campers to rise to new levels of behaviour;
✓ Teach empathy by modeling empathy.
MANAGING BULLYING WHEN IT OCCURS
✓ Address immediately;
✓ Assess situation;
✓ Remind campers of expectations. Appropriate and expected consequence must be
applied immediately;
✓ Don’t ignore – ACT;
✓ “Imagine that was you” doesn’t always work as a reactive approach. Empathy is always
better taught proactively;
✓ Give clear choices about what happens next and what your expectations are moving
forward;
✓ Tell supervisor about the situation immediately.
REMEMBER: Communication is key!

PHYSICAL SAFETY AT CAMP
It is crucial that these Physical Essentials of safety are on top of mind ALL DAY LONG!
Here’s a fun acronym to make sure we remember this!
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KEEPING CAMP PHYSICALLY SAFE
360 Technique: Instead of just reacting to something safety related when it happens (i.e. you
see a nail on the ground), you stand in one spot, and slowly over 2 minutes spin around in a
360, looking for “When something goes wrong here, what will it be?"
Exercise: Stand in this room and spin around, what are potential safety hazards you see?

BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
MANAGING BEHAVIOUR POSITIVELY
SETTING A POSITIVE MODEL – at drop off- smiling, showing enthusiasm about working with
the children and about the upcoming day and activities, changing your focus to catching
children doing the right thing, modeling the behaviour that you expect to see and
making this model overt and easily read.
MAINTAINING AN ASSERTIVE/POSITIVE APPROACH – removing the negatives from
your verbal and physical language, being specific about the behaviour that you
expect, providing clear choices structured around rewards and consequences,
resisting hostility or passivity, using an assertive performance when there is
turbulence in your own emotional control.
EACH DAY WITH A CLEAN SHEET – making sure that incidents have been dealt with
from yesterday and making a conscious decision to refresh your expectations for
the campers, both as a group and individually.
COLLABORATING WITH OTHER STAFF–having an agreement about how certain children are
managed; who applies consequences/rewards, what happens if an incident occurs; working
towards a cabin/group where the staff can speak with certainty and with one voice.
ESTABLISHING EXPLICIT RITUALS AND ROUTINES – verbal routines and rituals written
on clear signs and posted in the room or in the cabin roster.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT – saying thank you, acknowledging every child on a
personal level and with an informal tone, making sure that even the
quietest children are acknowledged for their efforts
POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT AND ENCOURAGEMENT – redirecting groups of campers,
catching campers doing the right thing, building a positive atmosphere where
children feel emotionally safe.
PRAISE – personal, sincere, specific and age appropriate praise, eye contact,
building relationships and mutual trust.
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REWARD – group rewards negotiated with the children.
REDIRECTING LOW LEVEL DISRUPTION– non verbal cues, movement and positioning
around the room, proximity, use of verbal cues.
PROVIDING CLEAR CHOICES AND TIME TO MAKE A DECISION– ‘You can choose to
join the rest of the children in the activity or to sit next to me on the side. Think about about
what you would like to do, I will come back and speak to you in a moment.’
PRIVATE VERBAL WARNING – eye contact, lower than eye level where possible,
using a positive model of the child’s previous good behaviour to encourage them
to make better choices, making sure that they understand they have been given
a warning and what will happen if they ignore it – marking the moment.
APPLYING SANCTIONS WITH CARE – showing empathy, patience, care, your
disappointment, concern, attacking the behaviour not labeling the child.
SLOWING THE PROCESS OF APPLYING SANCTIONS - giving the child time to make the
right choices, finding opportunities to reinforce positive choices, catching them
doing the right thing.
Based on ‘Managing behaviour positively and reducing exclusion: A checklist of steps you can
take’ by Paul Dix.
PROACTIVE VS. REACTIVE
PROACTIVE: Creating or controlling a situation by causing something to happen rather than
responding to it after.
REACTIVE: Acting in response to a situation rather than creating or controlling it.
Which do you think is a better way to approach your role at camp?! (Easy question –
PROACTIVE!)
When you act proactively, you can eliminate problems before they even appear!
Here are some situations. Think about if they are proactive or reactive. Answers below!
1. Your campers arrive on the first day and you set out clear expectations. Is that
Proactive or Reactive?
2. A camper makes fun of another camper. You scream at them. Proactive or Reactive?
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3. Two weeks into camp, you realize your campers have been late to activities so you
make them come 20 minutes earlier. Proactive or Reactive?
4. You feel very stressed and overwhelmed so you talk to your supervisor about ways
you can fix that Proactive or Reactive?
5. Your cabin theme day is coming up so you schedule a meeting with your co-staff
after camp one day. Proactive or Reactive?
6. You yell at a camper who lost their bathing suit. Proactive or Reactive?
7. You are frustrated at your fellow staff for not helping you with something, but you
decide to just ignore the situation. Proactive or Reactive?
8. You have a camper with behavioural issues and you let them how well they did
when they make excellent choices one day. Proactive or Reactive?
9. You have a camper with special needs you speak to the parent to get some
strategies on how to handle different situations. Proactive or Reactive?
10. Your campers seem to be picking on someone in the cabin so you wait and see if it
will improve. Proactive or Reactive?
Answers: Proactive: 1,4,5,8,9. Reactive: 2,3,6,7,10
What are some things we can do at camp to be PROACTIVE?
1. Rules/Guidelines with cabin that are POSITIVE (i.e. Respect each other, as opposed
to ‘Don’t be mean’)
2. Always give positive feedback/reinforcement
3. Start the summer being FIRM, and then ease up. Not the other way around. This will
make your life at camp much easier and smoother!
4. What else can you come up with!?
POSITIVE COMMUNICATION
How many times have you heard the following?
✓ Don’t do that!
✓ No fighting!
✓ You’re not so good at that
✓ Stop talking!
If so, how well did you respond to those commands!?!
At The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, we have a fully POSITIVE culture. That means:
✓ We give consequences, not punishments
✓ We use our voice for control, not to yell out of control
✓ We understand that we are continuously building a child’s self esteem
✓ We have ZERO tolerance on bullying of any kind
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Positive Reinforcement is a powerful tool. Reinforcement is used to help increase the
probability that a specific behavior will occur in the future by delivering a stimulus immediately
after a response/behavior is exhibited.
The following are some examples of positive reinforcement:
✓ A mother gives her son praise (positive stimulus) for doing homework (behavior).
✓ A father gives his daughter candy (positive stimulus) for cleaning up toys (behavior).
✓ A counselor thanks a camper (positive stimulus) for helping another camper (behaviour)
✓ A supervisory gives their staff a period off (positive stimulus) for going above beyond
after that staff member stayed to talk with a sad camper after camp one day
(behaviour).
✓ Next time, instead of reprimanding a child for doing the wrong thing, recognize the
children that are doing the right thing. Usually, that makes up the majority of the group.
5 things you should never say to a child:
✓ “Leave me alone!”
✓ "You're So..." – Don’t create labels for the campers
✓ "Don't cry." – Campers sometimes need to let their emotions out
✓ "Why Can't You Be More Like _____” – Never compare to another camper!
✓ “You Know Better Than That!"- Maybe they don’t!
✓ "Great Job!" – Be more specific! (i.e. Great job on helping Jonny with the door)
Negative vs. Positive
✓ No Running 🡪 Walk Please
✓ Don’t Throw 🡪 Keep it on the ground
✓ Don’t touch him/her 🡪 Hands to yourself
✓ Stop Yelling 🡪 Quiet voices please
Alternatives to the phrase “calm down”
✓ I see that you are having a difficult time, let me help you
✓ That can be so frustrating. Let’s figure this out together
✓ I see that you are mad. How does that feel in your body
✓ Let’s focus on fixing the problem together
✓ If you are feeling sad you can tell me about it
Tips for helping a camper calm down anywhere
✓ Count to 5 – helps kids learn how to stop and think before reacting
✓ Take a deep breath – great relaxation technique
✓ Blow into your hands – gives kids the feeling of taking a deep breath
✓ Make a fist, then relax
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Tips for helping an angry camper
✓ Be sympathetic – What seems small might be hugely important for that child
✓ Give space, but don’t isolate
✓ Remind them that anger is OK – It’s a normal emotion, one that we all feel
✓ Don’t overreact – Model a calm voice and demeanor
✓ Make eye contact – Children need to feel heard, especially when upset
READ THIS QUICK STORY:
A man has two sons who live in different houses. One day, he bought each son an identical dog.
He told them both to care for these dogs and make sure they grow to be strong, confident
dogs. One month later, the man visited both his sons. He couldn’t believe that the dog of one of
his son’s was so BIG and STRONG, but the other one had become tiny and weak. He asked each
of his sons what they had been feeding the dogs. The one with the BIG and STRONG dog said he
feeds the dog a big hefty meal, three times a day. The one with the tiny and weak dog said he
feeds his dog a small meal, once a day. So clearly, and not surprisingly, the dog that was fed
more grew to be BIG and STRONG!
Behaviours and choices work the same way! The behaviour you feed more will BIG and
STRONG! If you feed the positive behaviors and choices the campers make, those choices will
begin to increase and grow stronger in frequency! If you feed the negative behaviours, then
those choices will increase and grow more frequent.
SO, FEED THE POSITIVE DOG!
PUNISHMENT VS CONSEQUENCE
PUNISHMENT
This will be the last time you see the word ‘punishment’ in this manual, and hopefully, at camp.
Remove it from your vocabulary as it does not exist at The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp.
Consequence: The biggest difference between a consequence and a punishment [can’t finish
the word because we promised it would not be said again!]- children can learn from a
consequence! A consequence is directly related to the action.
Examples of consequences:
✓ Children are splashing other children in the pool so they need to be removed from the
pool for a few minutes
✓ A camper throws garbage on the floor so they will now help the counselors clean up
some of the garbage
✓ A camper helps another camper get up after falling down, and so the counselor praises
the camper’s actions in front of the whole cabin.
A consequence must be IMMEDIATE and RELEVANT to the choice the camper made.
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INCLUSION AND INTEGRATION AT CAMP
We are a fully integrated camp community. There is no one-size-fits-all.
✓ It is your job to get to know what makes your camper unique. What are his or her
strengths? What does he or she like to do? You need time to bond and to learn details
about the camper.
✓ The success of your camper depends on the friendships they make, the activities they
participate in and the experiences they have at camp. Focus on what they CAN do.
✓ You are not alone! Be proactive in reaching out for help rather than waiting until a
problem is beyond repair.
✓ We are here to support you! If you feel unsure about how to handle something, you can
always come to us!
CONFIDENTIALITY
✓ The intake and assessment process includes important discussion between camp,
family, teachers and other professionals when necessary.
✓ We will share the information we have with you in order to provide the child a
successful experience. This information is CONFIDENTIAL, please treat it with respect.
✓ Confidentiality is the protection of personal information.
✓ Confidentiality means keeping a client's information between you and the client, and
not telling others including friends, family, etc.
✓ We should all refrain from talking about campers and their private information, names,
age, parents’ names, diagnosis, etc.
✓ If someone who is not part of our camp staff asked you about a child you are
supporting, just let them know that its confidential information that you are not allowed
to share with anyone
STRATEGIES, TIPS & IDEAS TO SUPPORT OUR CAMPERS
Level of Support
✓ This will depend on the child’s individual needs and may change depending on the time
of the day or activity. Give the camper the opportunity to gain independence, don’t
become a bodyguard. Help the camper to DO, don’t do the activities for the child.
✓ Model the skills, Show him how to do it!
✓ Give help only when it is needed.
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT WHEN INTEGRATING CAMPERS WITH VARIOUS NEEDS
✓ Behavior is communication. Children do not act out for no reason. They tend to act out
when they are feeling bored, powerless, or unaware of a different way to behave.
✓ Be aware of the times of the day children are more likely to act out.
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✓ Transitions, down times are sometimes difficult. Have a plan, Be proactive!
✓ Remember behavior is communication. What is the behavior telling you? What can you
teach as a more positive, appropriate replacement behavior for that child? ( i.e: instead
of grabbing a toy, asking for it- Instead of throwing something when upset, ask for a
break).
✓ Use praise and positive feedback. Let children know what they are doing right!
✓ If campers are exhibiting negative behaviors, provide an opportunity for them to go to
safe places and calm down. (Quiet room)
COMMUNICATION IS KEY
✓ How does your camper communicate? How do they let you know what they want?
✓ Help your camper communicate with everyone. Look at teachable moments! Use lunch,
snack, transition, arts & crafts as good times to teach conversation.
✓ You might have to help a camper begin conversations with others. Encourage campers
to talk about topics of mutual interest with their friends.
✓ Sometimes it might appear the child is not listening, but often they do hear and see
what’s going on around them.
✓ Intervene and gently suggest how campers could communicate their needs and wants
appropriately (e.g. Mark, I know you want to play with Legos. Let’s try asking Ryan nicely
if you can use the Legos when he is done).
✓ Check for understanding. Ensure that campers know what is expected and why, ask
follow-up questions. Be sure to allow time to process.
✓ Maintain communication with your campers, co-counselors, and supervisors so that
everyone knows what is going on in a child’s day.
✓ Inform necessary people (specialty counselors) of the accommodations needed.
BE ROUTINE-ORIENTED
✓ Have calendars, schedules and/or picture schedules available for your campers
✓ LET THEM HOLD A CALENDAR If they need it, AND ALWAYS CARRY EXTRAS.
✓ Prepare campers for the day by reviewing the schedule and alerting the camper of
changes as early as possible.
✓ Discussing the schedule with everyone will help campers to predict and anticipate what
is coming on and they will not feel anxious about the unknown.
TRANSITIONS
✓ Plan carefully how to transition from one activity to the next. If needed use visuals to
communicate steps and provide reminders.
✓ Provide a countdown for a camper with trouble transitioning ( in 5 minutes, 3 minutes,
etc)
GIVE SIMPLE DIRECTIONS
✓ Limit the number of directions
✓ Avoid excess language, only use key words
✓ If a multi-step direction is given, break it down by giving one direction at a time
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✓ Ask your camper to repeat directions back to you to ensure comprehension
GENERAL TIPS & STRATEGIES
✓ Obtain eye contact prior to delivering any directions or instructions to assure that you
have your camper’s attention.
✓ Avoid excess language, only use key words.
✓ If a multi-step direction is given, break it down by giving one direction at a time.
✓ Ask your camper to repeat directions back to you to ensure comprehension
✓ Catch good behaviours and praise! this gives incentive to do more good behaviours (try
not to focus on bad behaviours).
✓ If your camper is off-task or begins to wander from an activity, provide redirection back
to the activity. Redirection can be gestural or verbal.
✓ If the child is verbal, make directions clear and concise
✓ Use “first ___ then ___” statements if the camper is requesting something other than
the activity. For example, “first we will play the game, then you can have a break”.
✓ Have peers around for modeling and friendship (ie: On Monday we swim with Ella, on
Fridays we dance with Abby).
✓ Anticipate problems, learn which parts of the day are challenging. Identify and
anticipate triggers for problematic behavior; manage the triggers, not the behavior.
Reduce downtime, over-plan and keep activities on hand for unexpected changes.
✓ If a camper begins to show signs of becoming upset or an increase in anxiety, ask if s/he
needs a break✓ Ask for help from the inclusion team when you need it!!
THE GOAL IS FOR THE CAMPER TO FOLLOW THE CABIN SCHEDULE TO THE BEST OF HIS/HER
ABILITIES
DON’T…
✓ Assume the camper is lazy
✓ Give up on any camper
✓ Be afraid to modify, make exceptions, or alter activities as necessary.
✓ Be afraid to correct or discipline a child with disabilities in a firm or consistent voice.
They also need boundaries like everyone else.
REMAIN CALM
✓ While camp can be hectic and stressful, it is important for staff members to remain cool
and calm. This will help campers to remain calm and focused.
HAVE PATIENCE
✓ You may need to repeat directions often
✓ You may need to remind children of the rules often
✓ Remember, although these behaviors may be challenging to you, they are not aimed at
you.
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ANTICIPATING, UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING BEHAVIOR
✓ Perhaps the best way to “manage” difficult behaviors is to know in advance what
triggers have historically led to such behaviors and we can often plan ahead and create
environments that support success.
✓ Sometimes, sudden changes in routine may lead to such behaviors. Some campers “melt
down” when swimming is cancelled due to an unexpected thunderstorm, or when arts
and crafts are cancelled because the room is not available. Or, a camper expecting to
wear an item of clothing which she cannot find, etc.
✓ We might have situations where campers display behaviors that may become unsafe.
There are times when a camper tantrum or melt down may require us to remove other
campers from the area, remove potentially dangerous objects, or even hold the camper.
✓ As I mentioned before we know the camper’s behavior is a form of communication. We
need to work hard to figure out what they are trying to communicate. Is it anxiety?
Boredom? Sadness? Hunger? Hurt feelings?
CHALLENGING BEHAVIOURS
✓ A camper engaging in challenging behaviors is not “bad” or “freaking out,” and s/he is
not directing the behavior toward you personally, or intending to disrespect you with it.
✓ BEHAVIOR = COMMUNICATION
✓ Campers may lack the verbal skills to handle appropriately stressful or anxietyprovoking situations
✓ We must always ask the questions, “Why,” and “What is s/he trying to communicate?”
✓ Look for “triggers”; what preceded the challenging behavior?
✓ Triggers (situations that spark a negative behavioral response) may be immediate, such
as an unpredicted transition, a change in the schedule, sensitivity to heat, having to wait
his or her turn, etc.
✓ But responses to triggers may also be delayed: he did not sleep well or eat breakfast;
she got in a fight with a sibling or another camper, etc.
✓ Look to identify “precursors” to challenging behavior, such as change in tone of voice,
increase in motor activity and changes in facial expressions/mood. With this
information, you can act to prevent a negative behavior:
✓ Ask your camper to take a walk with you, take him or her for a drink of water, ask him or
her to help you with something (interrupt and provide a distraction)
✓ Encourage your camper to request a break
✓ Offer to talk about what is bothering him or her (if verbal abilities are strong enough) or
to help problem-solve after the break is over.
✓ If we know our campers’ specific “triggers” and behavioral patterns, we can intervene
earlier and avoid or prevent challenging behavior
✓ Provide a countdown for a camper with trouble transitioning
✓ Visually or verbally show a camper when his or her turn is coming
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CREATING ENVIRONMENTS THAT SUPPORT SUCCESS
✓ Set the tone. For example, if you want campers to be positive and engaged, smile and
demonstrate that you are excited to be with them.
✓ Be the person you want young people to be. Model social and emotional skills.
Demonstrate how to manage emotions such as anger, excitement, frustration and
disappointment. Admit when you make mistakes; don’t hesitate to apologize.
✓ Model professional skills. Be on time, organized and prepared.
✓ Model collaboration and communication with other members of the community.
✓ Welcome campers into your activity. Greet campers by name. Try to make eye contact.
Notice if a camper looks unhappy or withdrawn and find a time to check in.
✓ Express interest in campers. Ask questions, listen and let campers share their interests,
experiences and aspirations. Find topics to talk to them about such as sports, music,
food, pets, etc.
✓ Identify and celebrate individual strengths. Find, acknowledge and reinforce something
each camper does well. Reinforce positive behavior. Be specific. See it, name it and
praise it.
✓ Have fun. Be joyful. Laugh. Find opportunities to be playful and use games. Share some
of yourself. Let campers learn about your own relevant interests, experiences and
feelings.
✓ Establish routines and procedures. Make daily schedules and stick to them. Be
consistent and predictable.

HOW CAN YOU EXCEL AS A STAFF AT THE JACK
AND PAT KAY CENTRE CAMP
Here are some amazing ways you can be a SUPER STAFF:
GROUP LEADERSHIP
✓ Learn the campers names as quickly as possible and use their names
✓ Know and be able to state where every camper is all of the time (assuming this is one of
your responsibilities)
✓ Pay particular attention to which campers you sit with or talk to and vary this to build
relationships with all campers
✓ Smile!
✓ Always speak in a pleasant way to campers
✓ Make transition time fun and interesting
TEACHING
✓ Clearly communicate activity goals at the start of a program
✓ If teaching skills, break it down into smaller skills or steps so they can be learned more
easily
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✓ Praise campers as they accomplish intermediate steps, not just final task
✓ Show and demonstrate things whenever possible instead of just using words
✓ Model respect by saying “please, thank you”
COMMUNICATION
✓ Make eye contact with campers, even when greeting a group of them
✓ Bend down and come to eye level when talking and listening to a camper
✓ Encourage campers to share their feelings by saying things like “tell me more about
that”
✓ Make others feel that they really have been heard by stating what you “got” from what
was said
TEAMWORK AND RESPONSIBILITY
✓ Show appreciation for work of team members/co-staff, and model this for campers, by
having campers thank specialists and instructors at the conclusion of an activity
✓ Tell supervisor when you need help, and do it as soon as you realize you need it!
✓ When asking for help, define the problem and describe what has been done so far, and
then ask for additional ideas
✓ Offer help to others by saying things like “How can I help?” and “What do you need?”
✓ Demonstrate initiative by doing helpful things without being asked
BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
✓ Anticipate issues and act proactively (i.e. before giving out certain equipment, discuss
with campers good and bad choices they can make with the equipment)
✓ Call meetings to resolve problems in the group, giving campers responsibility to work
out solutions together
✓ When speaking with a camper that made a bad choice, demonstrate calmness and
confidence by using a normal volume and speaking slowly
✓ When speaking with a camper that made a bad choice, make eye contact to
demonstrate seriousness

CAMPER ARRIVAL AND DISMISSAL
These three points of contact—drop-off, parent communication, and pick-up—represent
opportunities to set the tone for the day, partner with parents, and showcase The Jack and Pat
Kay Centre Camp’s organization, spirit, and style.
It’s tempting to focus only on the core element of day camp: activities with children. However,
your careful attention to these frequently neglected aspects of the day camp routine will make
the difference between a good camp day and a great camp experience.
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CAMPER DROP OFF (AM)
Starting the day with a positive drop off sets the tone for staff, campers and parents. Here are
some key ideas to keep in mind for a strong start to the day:
✓ Make sure your body language is communicating positive messages to those around
you. Remember, “You say a lot without saying a lot.”
✓ Have a positive and happy tone of voice. Remember, “Say what you mean and mean
what you say, but don’t say it mean.”
✓ Be sure you are interacting with the kids at all times. It’s nice to get caught up with
fellow staff about what they did last night, but that can wait for another time. You only
have one chance to start your day the right way.
✓ Remember… Parents are always watching! Put your phone away, show up on time, and
be on top of your game right from the start.
✓ Be well organized and be where you are supposed to be to start the day.
CAMPER PICK UP (PM)
✓ Know when, where, and how your campers are picked up!
✓ Pick up should be fun. Always SMILE!!
✓ Be sure you are keeping track of your kids and know who they are or are not supposed
to go home with (always check ID and if you are not sure walkie the office).
REMEMBER: Campers may only be dismissed through the office or the Parent Pickup
station at the front of camp. They are NEVER to be dismissed from the cabin through a
counselor, swim staff, specialist or unit head. If unsure, contact office.
✓ Offer genuine praise to your campers and their parents regarding your camper’s day
✓ Be sure your body language and tone communicate that you have had a great day.

STAFF POLICIES
DRESS CODE
As role models of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, staff members are expected to use good
judgment when dressing for camp. Revealing clothing is not appropriate for camp as it makes it
very difficult to fully participate in many camp activities, and it is important that staff are
modeling appropriate camp attire. Shoulders and midriffs must be covered, and no short
shorts.
✓ All staff must wear a provided or purchased The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp shirt on a
daily basis. Shirts must be kept in their original condition in which they were received
(no cutting of sleeves, dying of shirt (unless approved by Directors as a camp activity),
writing on shirt)
✓ The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp sweatshirts or long sleeve shirts are permitted on
colder days.
✓ Camp wide, unit theme and dress-up days are the exception to this rule, but staff must
still be appropriately dressed.
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✓ Footwear: close-toed shoes only while on camp grounds. Exception: only sandals/flip
flops/crocs can be worn on the pool deck. Staff are encouraged to bring both to camp.
✓ Bathing suits: Females: one-piece bathing suits only. T-shirts are allowed over bathing
suits. Males: ‘shorts’ style swimwear (no speedos)
✓ Employees are expected to present a clean and neat appearance and to dress according
to the requirements of their positions.
✓ Likewise, employees are expected to maintain appropriate, proper and professional
grooming and hygiene standards whereby hairstyles, piercings and facial hair are
consistent with appropriate standards, as determined in the sole and absolute
discretion of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp.
✓ Piercings shall be removed, except on ears, if requested by The Jack and Pat Kay Centre
Camp.
✓ Tattoos shall be covered, and not otherwise displayed, if requested by The Jack and Pat
Kay Centre Camp.
✓ For the comfort of others, use of strong fragrances is discouraged and may be
prohibited.
✓ Please note you are representing camp whenever you are wearing a camp staff shirt,
whether it be on or off camp property, and on or off camp hours.
✓ Failure of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp to enforce this provision, or other Staff
Rules and Guidelines, shall not constitute a waiver of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre
Camp’s right to enforce such provisions.
CELL PHONES/ELECTRONIC DEVICES
Using a cell phone while caring for campers is dangerous and can have a negative effect on
one’s mental health. Focus should be on campers at all times. Unless The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp is reimbursing you for your cell phones/smart phones, or permission has been
granted by a director, they are not to be used during the camp day. All phone calls must be
made through the camp office and are for emergencies only. Cell phones if carried must be
switched OFF (not on vibrate) so they don’t distract you from the important tasks at hand. Use
of a camper’s phone at any time is prohibited. iPods and other digital media devices should be
left at home (campers are also asked to leave at home). Staff members may not provide
campers with any cell phone or other electronic device at any time. Cell phones are not to be
used as a replacement for a watch or any other electronic device. Please note that this includes
smart watches (including, but not limited to, Apple Watch). Fitbit or similar wristwear is
allowed, provided they do not receive calls, texts, emails or social media messages.
Should a staff be seen using a cell phone*:
✓ 1st time: Verbal Warning
✓ 2nd time: Phone brought to office for remainder of the camp day (kept in safe), Written
warning signed by Camper and Staff Director and/or the Camp Director
✓ 3rd time: Possible contract termination
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*Please note that implementation of the above consequences is at the discretion of Camp
Directors, and immediate dismissal may result from even the first infraction if deemed
appropriate
ARRIVAL & DISMISSAL
ARRIVAL: Staff that are not taking a camp bus are expected to arrive no later than 8:30 a.m.
Staff are expected to check in with their supervisors upon arrival (exact location TBD by
Supervisor).
Staff members should be ready to walk campers over to the campsite once they have signed in.
All staff arriving on a camp bus will be responsible to arrive at the bus stop 5 minutes prior to
the arrival time.
DISMISSAL: All staff not on the The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp bus must wait at the camp
site until dismissed by a Camp Director. Dismissal will occur once all campers have left the
campsite and the camp has been cleaned and ready for the next day. Staff taking the bus will
depart with their bus.
If a staff is late*:
✓ 1st time: Verbal Warning
✓ 2nd time: Formal Warning in writing, signed by the Camper and Staff Care Director
✓ 3rd time: Possible contract termination
*Please note that implementation of the above consequences is at the discretion of Camp
Director, and immediate dismissal may result from even the first infraction if deemed
appropriate
STAFF ABSENTEEISM
If you are not feeling well and are unable to attend camp you must email the camp office as
well as your Supervisor prior to 7:45 a.m. on the morning that you will be absent at
staff@centrecamp.ca. This enables us to ensure the proper coverage for your campers.
Consult your staff contract for information on pay deductions and your completion bonus.
Please note that ½ days are considered absent as far as the completion bonus is concerned. In
order to ensure proper attendance records please be sure to sign in and out at the beginning
and end of every day. Remember: Staff Week and Staff Nights (Wednesdays) and Family Night
are mandatory. Any missed days must be signed off on Weekly Attendance sheet.
PARKING POLICY
During the camp season, all camp staff must park at the back of the Kimel Family Education
Centre parking lot on Marc Santi Blvd. If requested, all cars must have a The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp parking pass and car models and license plate numbers will be collected by the
camp office.
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BUS POLICY
If staff are taking a Camp Bus to and/or from camp, it is important to note that the time on the
bus is part of the camp day. Staff are expected to assist the Bus Captains with anything they
may need, and are expected to follow Bus Programming plans, as well as interact and engage
with campers on the bus. Phones and other electronic devices are not permitted. All camp
policies apply to when on the bus as well. It is always important to be friendly, have fun and to
BE FUN!!
STAFF MEETINGS
NEW FOR 2019: Staff Meetings must be attended by all camp staff and will take place on
Tuesdays immediately following camper dismissal at Kimel Family Education Centre. Bus
Captains will still go home with campers and will have a catch-up meeting the next morning
upon arrival to camp. On occasion, Staff Nights may be a social event.
FAMILY NIGHTS:
Thursday, July 11, 2019 and Thursday August 8, 2019 are Family Nights. Family Nights begins at
5:00 p.m. for all Staff. Attendance is mandatory.
VISITORS:
No camper or staff visitors are allowed on the campsite without getting clearance from the
camp office. Visitors must wear nametags and must be cleared through the Camp Director.

STAFF CODE OF CONDUCT
BEHAVIOR
Any activity that does not promote the goals and vision of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp
identified above are prohibited, including, without limitation, any activity that stimulates or
causes the inappropriate behavior of others.
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
✓ Smoking: Smoking is both a fire and a health hazard. Being a The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp Staff automatically means that campers look up to you as role models.
Therefore, smoking is not permitted at anytime during the program day or any time
Staff are on duty, such as field trips or overnight programs. Furthermore, staff may not
carry on their person or leave cigarettes exposed to the view of campers. Outside of
camp hours, smoking on camp grounds is prohibited and staff are never to be seen
smoking while wearing a The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp T-shirt. Please note this
includes e-cigarettes and vaping. Failure to adhere to the above smoking guidelines will
result in immediate suspension and at the discretion of the Camp Director possible
termination.
✓ Drugs: The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp has a “zero tolerance policy” for illegal drugs
and the illegal use of legal drugs, for any purpose, and at any time, whether it be on
camp property, in personal vehicles, or while on camp-sponsored off-site excursions.
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Possession, consumption, or use of illegal drugs is strictly prohibited. If any staff
member is found on camp property at any time (including returning from any time off)
and appears to be under the influence of illegal drugs, to any extent, then the penalty is
termination of employment and dismissal. In addition, the camp reserves the right to
contact the police if any staff member is found in possession of illicit drugs while on
camp property or while on a camp sponsored excursion.
✓ Alcohol: The Jack and Pat Kay has a “zero tolerance policy” for the presence or usage of
alcohol, for any purpose, and at any time whether it be on camp property, in personal
vehicles, or while on camp-sponsored off-site excursions. Possession, consumption, or
use of alcohol is strictly prohibited. If any staff member is found on camp property at
any time (including returning from any time off) and appears to be under the influence
of alcohol, then the penalty is termination of employment and dismissal.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Information regarding all campers and non-public information regarding The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp is strictly confidential. As a staff member, you have access to personal
information and insight regarding your campers. Sharing any of this information with family or
friends outside of Camp is strictly forbidden. Likewise, any information discussed at staff
meetings is not to be discussed with campers unless expressly stated otherwise. Disclosing or
improperly using any information regarding any camper or The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp,
whether during or after the term of your employment with The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp is
prohibited.
LANGUAGE/CONTENT:
Foul, offensive, defamatory, pornographic, or other inappropriate content or communication is
prohibited, especially in the presence of, or directed at campers. Written or graphic material
which could be considered offensive to other campers, employees or visitors is not permitted at
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp.
CONTACT WITH CAMPERS:
At no point should staff have any inappropriate physical contact at all with campers. This
includes, and is not limited to, campers sitting on laps, piggy back rides, and rough play in the
swimming pool. When it comes to signs of encouragement, including high fives, hugs, and
hand-holding, it must be initiated by the camper without staff encouragement. This also
includes zero tolerance on any contact used for disciplinary purposes, i.e. pushing a camper
who is not listening, hitting or kicking a camper, forcing a camper to do physical labour or tasks
as a behavioural consequence.
RESPECT FOR OTHERS
All members of our camp community (campers, staff, supervisors, full time staff) must be
treated with the utmost respect, physically and emotionally.
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NO DISPARAGEMENT
Each staff member shall be a role model to all campers, visitors and other staff. Staff member
shall not communicate, orally, or in writing, or by any other manner whatsoever, to any third
party any claim, remark, allegation, statement, opinion, innuendo or information of any kind or
nature whatsoever, the effect of or intention of which is to cause embarrassment, damage or
injury to the reputation or standing in the community of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, the
Camp Director, employees, campers, or visitors whether any such communication is or may be
true or founded in facts.
STAFF/CAMPER ROMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS
Boundaries cannot be crossed between staff and campers. While social and mentoring
relationships are encouraged, relationships or any interactions of an intimate or sexual nature
with campers, including massages, are prohibited in any setting. Please note that CITs and MITs
are campers.
NO OVERT DISPLAY OF SEXUAL ACTIVITY:
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp does not tolerate overt display or demonstration of sexual
activity whatsoever.
WEAPONS
Weapons of any kind, are not permitted at The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp. Weapons will be
immediately confiscated and shall be grounds for dismissal.
BOUNDARIES
One on one interaction with campers is only permitted in open settings (i.e. outside, under
trees, park bench – just to name a few). Staff members shall never be in one on one situations
with campers in private, secluded areas (i.e. cabins, classrooms, in the woods – just to name a
few) to avoid friendliness from being misinterpreted as crossing a boundary.
BOUNDARIES OUTSIDE OF CAMP HOURS
On occasion, families hire our terrific staff to work with their children outside of camp hours.
Please note accepting these jobs is strictly prohibited throughout the duration of the camp
contract. For clarity, during their camp contract, camp staff should never be with campers,
either in a paid or volunteer role, outside of camp and outside of camp hours.
CAMP AREAS/PROPERTY
Staff members shall maintain the inside and outside of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp
premises in a neat and clean appearance at all times. Staff members shall care for and not
damage camp property. In addition, staff members shall not damage the personal property or
vehicles of other staff members, visitors, or campers.
PERSONAL PROPERTY AND CAMPER BELONGINGS
The camp shall not be responsible for any loss, theft, or damage to personal property
howsoever caused. Please refrain from bringing valuables with you to camp. Working at camp
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means you will be getting dirty and clothing or jewelry may get damaged. Staff may never
borrow money, equipment, or clothing from campers. Staff may also not borrow money,
equipment, or clothing from other staff, without proper consent.
DAMAGE TO CAMP PROPERTY AND CLEAN CULTURE
Camp is run at the home of the Schwartz/Reisman Centre, the UJA, as well as Kimel Family
Education Centre. It is the responsibility of each and every one of us to ensure that we take
proper care of our summer home. If the Directors feel that damage or defacement of buses,
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, Schwartz/Reisman Centre, Kimel Family Education Centre
buildings, equipment or supplies, is caused by a staff member’s abuse, neglect, disregard or
complacency in allowing campers to do the damage they will be held responsible for the
replacement or repair costs thereof. In addition, any vandalism or graffiti will be removed at
the perpetrators expense.
OFFICE ETIQUETTE & COMPUTER POLICY
The camp office is a busy and hectic place during the summer. Please note it is not a place to
hang out. The office should only be used to access camp files, to make parent phone calls, or for
head staff to check their mailboxes. The primary use of computers is for The Jack and Pat Kay
Centre Camp business. Should you need access to a computer for personal business (ie. to
select your courses for school) they can be made available at the discretion of the Camp
Directors. All users are expected to exercise responsible and ethical behavior when using the
computers. Access to computers are limited and during working hours staff may not use them
to check personal emails, Facebook, surf the internet for non camp related business.
Downloading any content without authorization on a camp computer is always forbidden.
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The Staff is part of the camp community which is made up of campers, parents, neighbours, JCC
staff and fellow staff members. The way staff members present themselves, their approaches
to the campers and their behaviour away from Camp on their own time all reflect on the way
Camp is perceived by the community. Parents have high expectations of their child’s
counsellors. The actions of the Staff create perceptions by parents about the individual Staff
member, the entire Staff as a whole and the Camp program. A responsible leader must be
mindful and considerate of the community and must set the tone that will pass and correct
impressions and values. It is a challenge that the The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camps Staff has
always accepted.
FIELD TRIPS & OFF-SITE OUTINGS
Our reputation is entrusted to you to continue this excellence in camping we’ve enjoyed for
many years. This is true while on site at camp and is equally as true when we are off-site for
field trips, staff outings, or other events. Please be aware that your actions out in the
community are representative of yourself, The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, the Prosserman
JCC, the Schwartz/Reisman Centre and the entire Jewish community. Remember that all
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policies and procedures that you follow at camp are also applicable during any off-site The Jack
and Pat Kay Centre Camp sponsored activity.
Some important things to remember anytime you are taking kids off-site:
✓ Ensure that you count your kids upon departure, at arrival, and at multiple points
through the program period.
✓ Remember that you are in an uncontrolled environment. Please be extra aware of any
children with allergies when away from camp.
✓ Make sure that your campers respect the community and the facility which you are
visiting.

FOOD AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES
HOT DRINKS:
Please be aware that hot drinks (coffee, tea, etc..) are not permitted at camp at any time, even
in insulated travel cups.
NUT POLICY AND NO-SHARING POLICY
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp is a nut free environment as we have several children in
camp with life-threatening peanut and nut allergies. Under no circumstances should any staff
member bring any food that may contain traces of nuts! As far as campers go, it is your
responsibility to be vigilant. If you notice nut products, they should be removed immediately
and replaced by another snack which you can get from the camp office. Counsellors must also
inform their unit heads so that they can follow up with the parents. Due to other allergies, The
Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp has a no sharing policy. At no point should campers share food
with other campers and staff should never give food to campers unless it is at the discretion of
the Camp Director. We must adhere to these policies in the strictest sense, please read all
labels carefully. If a camper or staff is celebrating a birthday, all food must be ordered through
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp office. Under no circumstances will parents/guardians or
camp staff be able to bring in their own birthday food items (i.e. cakes, cookies, cupcakes,
doughnuts etc).
FOOD HANDLING
Whenever a staff member is handling or serving food at camp, they should wash their hands
with soap and water for at least 20 seconds and gloves must be worn at all times. Ask for
gloves at camp office. All leftover food must be stored in sealed containers and if it’s
refrigerated it must be used as soon as possible. All fruits and vegetables must be thoroughly
washed before serving for lunch or at the tuck shop. Food should never be stored directly on
the floor.
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CAMP TUCK SHOP
This summer The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp will be operating a Tuck Shop for staff during
lunch hours only. We will accept cash only. No “tabs” will be allowed without payment up
front. Make sure that there is proper staff coverage in your cabin when you visit the tuck shop.
SCHWARTZ/REISMAN CENTRE CAFÉ
It is prohibited to purchase food or beverages at any time of the day from the café in the JCC.
This is due to the café not being a 100% nut-free facility
LICE POLICY
If a staff member is found with nit eggs (lice), the staff member will be asked to leave camp
immediately. You are required to stay home until professional treated, and it must be treated
within 24 business hours. Upon returning to camp, staff must be accompanied by a letter
certifying that they have been treated and then will be checked by a member of our Health
Centre before being admitted back into camp.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Our primary focus is to provide a safe, secure, and comfortable experience for all of our
campers and staff. Physical, mental, verbal, sexual or emotional abuse of campers or other
staff is strictly forbidden. As well, willful neglect of campers is unacceptable and will not be
tolerated.
The camp has a fully equipped health centre as well as a team certified in CPR and First Aid.
Should you or a camper need medical support visit either the pools or the health centre or call
for First Aid on the walkie talkie.
Staff must be perceptive of their camper’s wellbeing, take all complaints seriously and ensure
that illnesses, infections, injuries or other medical conditions affecting a camper are dealt with
immediately. If your camper takes daily medication, they must visit the health centre during
medication times.
MEDICATION POLICY
The dispensing of medication by staff is not permitted. If it is essential that medication be
given, only the Health Centre Supervisor or someone that they designate will dispense the
medicine. Medication may not be carried with the cabin throughout the day (except for
Epipens). Medication must be in the original bottle with the child's name on it.
STAFF MEDICATION
Unless a staff member carries an Epipen or an inhaler, for safety of the campers their
medication must also be stored in the Camp Health Centre. There is no need for staff to bring
meds like Tylenol or Advil as the Health Centre will have them.
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SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY
PThe purpose of this Social Media Policy is to provide guidance on the expectations of The Jack
and Pat Kay Centre Camp, the Schwartz/Reisman Centre, and Prosserman JCC regarding the use
of “Social Media”.
“Social Media” refers to the sharing of words, pictures, videos, and/or audio (during either
working or non-working hours) through the use of web-based and/or other mobile or electronic
technologies including, but not limited to, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat Pinterest, LinkedIn,
Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, and any other site where information can be posted, uploaded,
written, copied, shared, published, displayed, and/or transmitted.
ACCEPTABLE SOCIAL MEDIA
Social Media is acceptable if it:
✓ Has been approved in writing by the Camp Director or his designate;
✓ Contains information consistent with camp’s website and published materials;
✓ Has been posted by camp either on a camp social media account or the Camp’s Photo
Gallery;
✓ Clearly identifies that an employee is not acting on behalf of camp; or
✓ Is permitted because of a protected legal right.
✓ Sharing content from an official camp page in a positive manner
UNACCEPTABLE SOCIAL MEDIA
Except for acceptable Social Media identified above, Social Media is unacceptable if it:
✓ No photos of campers NOT posted directly by a camp social media account or the
camp’s Photo Gallery (i.e. for clarity- cannot take and post pictures of campers).
✓ Contains any claim, remark, allegation, statement, opinion, comment, innuendo or
information of any kind or nature whatsoever, the effect of or intention of which is to
discriminate, harass, embarrass, disparage, damage, injure, or negatively impact the
reputation, business, or standing in the community of the JCC’s of Greater Toronto, The
Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, its products/services, officers, owners, employees,
agents, contractors, clients or representatives, regardless of whether any such
communication is or may be true or founded in facts;
✓ Compromises or may compromise the confidentiality of proprietary, or other sensitive
information of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, its products/services, officers,
owners, employees, agents, contractors, clients, or representatives including, without
limitation, the disclosure of customer lists, customer information, customer account
records, training and operations material, forms, memoranda, personnel records,
pricing records, financial records, strategic planning documents, or any other records
not available to the public;
✓ Violates any policies of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, or the JCC’s of Greater
Toronto;
✓ Violates copyright, trade secret, patent, or intellectual property law or similar laws or
regulations;
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✓ Is false, misleading, or inaccurate;
✓ Stimulates inappropriate behavior;
✓ Appears to represent a statement or an opinion of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp
unless approved in advance in writing by The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp;
✓ Is directed to any customer of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp unless approved in
writing by The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp;
✓ Disrupts or may disrupt the workplace or operations of The Jack and Pat Kay Centre
Camp;
✓ Contains any malicious programs, viruses or other digital media that may impair
computer systems or mobile technologies.
✓ Staff should not be connected on social media (i.e. Facebook friends), with any campers,
including CIT/MITs (if social media connections existed before camp, please notify your
supervisor)
MEDIA
Social Media may generate media coverage. All media related issues, questions, inquiries,
events or circumstances involving The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, regardless of whether an
employee is approached during working hours or outside of camp premises, must be referred
immediately to The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp unless the employee responds in accordance
with acceptable social media identified above.
NO PRIVACY
Postings on the Internet and on Social Media are fully searchable by the public, and thus no
privacy rights exist. The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp has the right, but not the duty, to
access, monitor, and intercept all Social Media stored on or transmitted to or from any
computer, laptop, telephone, cell phone, or other electronic device owned by The Jack and Pat
Kay Centre Camp.

SWIM PROGRAM AND POOL POLICIES
COUNSELORS’ ROLE WHILE CHANGING FOR SWIM
At the pool, your main priority is camper safety. You are an extra set of eyes, ears, and hands to
help Swim Staff prevent accidents from happening. When arriving at swim, you will take your
cabin to your usual area in the changerooms and help them to quickly get ready. You must be
sensitive to campers' privacy while changing and not let campers make fun of each other in the
changerooms. You are expected to get in the water each day! Before leaving the changeroom,
ensure that campers’ clothing is organized and placed in their bags and that they have
everything they need to swim (e.g. bathing suit, goggles, ear plugs). A counselor must always be
the first person out of the changeroom and should never leave campers unattended. There is a
towel service reserved solely for campers – you must bring your own towel from home each
day.
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COUNSELORS’ DURING INSTRUCTIONAL SWIM
During instructional swim, you will be assigned to a swim group to support the swim
instructor’s lesson and ensure campers remain safe and engaged. You must stay with your
assigned swim group at all times and follow instructions given by Swim Staff. If you are unable
to go in the water, you must clear this with a swim supervisor. When the whistle is blown to
end instructional swim, bring campers to the side of the pool and ensure all are accounted for.
COUNSELORS’ DURING FREE (RECREATIONAL) SWIM
During free swim, you are expected to be in the pool to play with campers and are encouraged
to create new and exciting games for them, but all activities should be safe and follow pool
rules. You must avoid dangerous practices like putting campers in a position where their face
cannot be seen (e.g. piggy-back rides). You must set an example for campers and be vigilant at
all times – this is not an opportunity to socialize. At the end of the period, you will accompany
campers into the changerooms, help them change, and put used towels in the bins provided.
Before leaving, be sure to check your cabin’s area to ensure none of the campers’ belongings
have been left behind.
STAFF NEED TO TAKE DEEP END TEST!
You are required to do a Deep End Test (DET) during pre-camp to ensure your safety and allow
you to effectively assist swim instructors with their classes. If you do not complete the DET, you
will be assigned to classes that remain in the shallow end, and will not be permitted to use the
deep end during free swim. You should be aware of any medical conditions your campers have
(e.g. allergies) and report them to a swim supervisor immediately. If a camper with an allergy
has an epi-pen, you must bring it on deck each time they swim. If there is any concern about
the safety of a camper in the pool, you must inform a member of Swim Staff immediately.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Always remember the following in an emergency:
✓ THINK SAFETY FIRST
✓ USE COMMON SENSE AND REMEMBER TRAINING
✓ ACT QUICKLY AND CALMLY
✓ DO NOT TAKE UNNECESSARY RISKS
✓ CONTACT A STAFF ON A WALKIE TALKIE
✓ INFORM THE CAMP DIRECTOR & WAIT FOR INSTRUCTION
No amount of planning can prevent all types of crises, but for many emergencies, preparations
can be made. Having a plan in place that outlines staff duties and responsibilities in various
situations can save lives, property, and time. Being prepared is the foremost goal of this
manual. Once any emergency call is made over the walkie it is imperative that everyone stays
off the walkies unless otherwise instructed
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PERSONAL INJURY OR ILLNESS
✓ Try to assess the situation, making sure that no further harm should come to you, as the
rescuer, and then the victim.
✓ Send someone to notify the Camp Nurse either by phone, camp walkie or in person
(whichever is faster).
✓ Do not leave the injured person unattended.
✓ T L C (Tender Loving Care) until help arrives.
MEDICAL EMERGENCY- CODE RED
1. Try to assess the situation, making sure that no further harm should come to you, as
the rescuer, and then the victim.
2. If the situation is serious and you will require more than the Camp Nurse, find the
closest supervisor who has a camp walkie or telephone and tell them to call a CODE
RED. When calling a code red you need to provide the location. At that point
everyone should be off of the camp walkies and the office will call 911.
3. Wait for further instructions
Some examples of Code Reds are; heart attack, stroke, anaphylactic shock, spinal injury,
excessive bleeding and unconscious victim.
It is essential that you know the address of the facility in case you have to call 911:
Kimel Family Education Centre 9600 Bathurst Street (Marc Santi entrance)
Supervisors will be assigned to designated areas to assist with fire truck/ambulance.
Be sure you know exactly where you need to be!
✓ Corner of Bathurst and Marc Santi Blvd
✓ Corner of Bathurst and Lebovic Campus Dr
✓ In fire truck path at Schwartz/Reisman Centre
✓ At entrance to Kimel Family Education Centre driveway on Marc Santi Blvd
✓ At entrance to Kimel Family Education Centre driveway on Ilan Ramon
✓ Tell security to inform Schwartz/Reisman Centre staff
✓ Senior staff, Camp Nurse and Head of Swim to report to the emergency site
MISSING CAMPER- CODE GREEN
Upon discovery of a missing camper, immediately find someone on a walkie talkie and
immediately notify the Camp Director.
1. Assess the situation and look around in nearby cabin groups.
2. The person on the walkie will call a CODE GREEN- STAGE 1 over the camp walkie or
notify the office. A Code Green Stage 1 is called instead of “missing camper” so we
don’t cause panic if a parent is standing near another walkie talkie.
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3. Camp Directors will organize an immediate search of the site, including recently visitied
rooms, changerooms, and other areas of camp,including surrounding Outdoor area.
4. If child is still not found, within 2 minutes, a CODE GREEN- STAGE 2 is called.
5. Once a Code Green Stage 2 is called, all staff must stay off the Walkies and listen for
further instructions. All Senior, Supervisory Staff and Specialty staff available should
report to the Camp Office. Search parties will be formed and instructions will be given
out by the Camp Director.
6. Search parties will be divided into 9 zones:
a. Kimel Family Education Centre 1st floor South and West hallway
b. Kimel Family Education Centre 1st floor North and Main Street (including
washrooms under stairs)
c. Kimel Family Education Centre Gym and change rooms
d. Kimel Family Education Centre 2nd Floor
e. Back of Kimel Family Education Centre (fields between SRC and Reena)
f. Outside Main Field (including soccer field and parking lot – 2 people) and outside
front route to Schwartz/Reisman Centre (around outdoor pool)
g. Schwartz/Reisman Centre – Main Atrium area and back Meeting Rooms
h. Schwartz/Reisman Centre – Indoor and Outdoor Pool and changerooms (family
and adults)
i. Schwartz/Reisman Centre - 2nd floor program rooms and area
DURING AND AFTER SEARCH:
Counselors should remain with the group and continue with daily activities unless otherwise
instructed. When search is successful, all parties will be notified by walkie (CODE GREEN – ALL
CLEAR)
PLEASE NOTE: Losing a child for even one minute can be a very scary situation. It’s very
important that you constantly count your campers. Never leave an activity without a head
count and during transition always ensure that you have one staff member at the front and one
at the back of each line.
SECURITY PROBLEM- CODE BLUE
Because we are at a public facility, there will always be people that do not work at the camp
around. It is important that you are always mindful of your campers and make sure that nonstaff members do not become involved with your cabin. If you find yourself or your campers in
a situation where you would require additional security assistance, find someone with a walkie
talkie who will call a CODE BLUE. Like all other codes, it can be called over the camp walkie.
When calling a Code Blue ensure to give the location as well as the kind of support that you
need (e.g. the Directory, multiple staff, the police, etc).
Some examples of Code Blues are: fights, a stranger walking around the camp, parent with a
restraining order that will not leave the campsite, and a strange knapsack lying around.
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IN CASE OF FIRE
1. Immediately clear all campers from the area
2. Call a supervisor on a walkie – The Camp Director will relay instructions to staff (no one
gives directions except as received by the Camp Director.
3. The Supervisor (or camp office) will call 911.
If you hear a fire alarm, immediately evacuation, regardless of what SRC PA announcements
might say. SRC has a two stage alarm system. Camp does not follow that system and we
evacuate right away.
EVACUATION PROCEDURES
Please note there are three possible evacuation spots.
IF YOU ARE IN KIMEL FAMILY EDUCATION CENTRE:
1. If you are in or near the south hallway (“Yachad hallway”), exit to soccer field and
immediately get into flagpole formation so that counselors can do a full attendance.
2. If you are in or near the north hallway, exit out the back entrance to the grass area
besides the Reena residence. In case of fire in that area, move over the road to Bialik
IF YOU ARE IN THE SCHWARTZ/REISMAN CENTRE
1. If you are near the North entrance, exit to Lebovic Drive and the corner of Lebovic and
Bathurst
2. If you are near the East entrance, exit to Lebovic Drive and the corner of Lebovic and
Bathurst
3. If you are near West entrance, exit to the grass area besides the Reena residence. In case
of fire in that area, move over the road to Bialik
4. If you are near the South entrance, exit to the soccer field.
5. During evacuation, Supervisory and Specialty staff should look in every room assigned to
them to ensure that no one is left behind. Once the room is clear all doors should be
closed.
6. Once your cabin is in the field, clear from immediate danger (and an attendance has
been done), one staff member remains with the cabin and the other will report to their
unit head (or a supervisor with a walkie) to let them know that all campers are accounted
for. Then they will wait for further instructions.
7. Upon evacuation, the swim staff must bring a first aid kit. The nurse will also bring a first
aid kit.
8. Everyone will remain on the fields until the all clear is given and a normal schedule will
begin.
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LOCKDOWN INSTRUCTIONS
If the building goes into lockdown mode, follow the following procedures:
1. Remain Calm.
2. If possible, go directly to the safe area closest to where you are in the building at the
time of alert.
3. Maintain absolute silence unless there is a floor specific emergency (safety threat, fire).
4. Ensure all electronics are turned off/silent.
5. Hide in your designated safe room (do not huddle together), if possible.
6. Do not risk being seen if you’re not near the safe room.
7. Stay low to the ground and away from windows.
8. Once you lock the door, do not open it for ANYONE.
9. Do not sit or stand near the door/window.
10. DO NOT answer the door for ANYONE.
11. Do not respond to fire alarms (no evacuation) unless you actually see or smell
fire/smoke.
12. Security will release you from the lockdown rooms once the threat is over (they have
the keys to all safe rooms).
What is a safe room?
A solid door (no window) with a lock that opens outwards (harder to kick in) or inwards (easier
to kick in). Note: If a door has no lock and opens inwards, it is acceptable, as it can be
barricaded.
Security will make a PA announcement informing of lockdown. However, in certain situations
we may need to proceed with a silent lock down- in this case Security or DSPM (Building
Management) staff will notify you of the lockdown. Any of the following are acceptable means
of communication: text message, phone, e-mail, word of mouth, radios.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
HARASSMENT POLICY
Anti- Discrimination, Anti-Harassment, including Sexual Harassment Policy
INTENT:
To ensure that all camp staff enjoy a productive, professional and safe work environment which
is free from discrimination or harassment and which respects and upholds the inherent dignity,
worth and rights of each person.
POLICY:
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp, in consultation with both the Schwartz/Reisman Centre and
Prosserman JCC Joint Health and Safety Committees prohibits discrimination, as per the Ontario
Human Rights Code, which is based on race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin,
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citizenship, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences, marital status, same sex
partnership status, family status, and disability.
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp undertakes to pursue equality, as defined by freedom from
adverse discrimination or harassment, either psychological, or personal or sexual, and the
removal of unreasonable barriers to equal opportunity.
It is unlawful and a violation of the The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp's policy to retaliate
against any employee either for complaining about a violation of this policy, or for cooperating
in an investigation of a complaint under this policy.
The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp takes a position of Zero Tolerance with regards to workplace
discrimination and harassment, including sexual harassment. No worker under any
circumstance is allowed to exhibit discriminating or harassing, including sexually harassing,
behaviour towards others, including but not limited to employees, clients, customers,
consultants, service providers, or any other third parties that are interacted with through the
course of work for or with The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp.
Should an employee perpetrate an act of workplace discrimination or harassment, including
sexual harassment, The Jack and Pat Kay Centre Camp will exercise measures in response to
that employee’s behaviour, up to and including termination of employment.
The JCC has established a Review Panel to respond to incidents of workplace discrimination
and/or harassment, including sexual harassment, by implementing risk assessments,
investigative and reporting procedures, decision making processes and prevention with the
objective of promoting a safe and secure work environment for all employees. The Review
Panel consists of the Schwartz/Reisman Executive Director, the Prosserman JCC Executive
Director, the Director of Finance, the Managing Director of Programs and Community
Engagement, the Human Resources Director, and Outside Counsel, where appropriate. The
Review Panel is bound by strict confidentiality requirements. Adjustments to the Review Panel
will be made if one of the members is involved in the complaint.
DEFINITION:
Illegal discrimination and/or harassment, including sexual harassment, is inappropriate,
unwelcome, offensive or demeaning conduct, whether verbal, physical, visual or otherwise,
where:
✓ submission to such conduct is made an explicit or implicit term or condition of
employment;
✓ submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as a basis for employment decisions;
or
✓ such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s
work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive working
environment.
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Reasonable action taken by an employer or supervisor relating to the management of its
workplace is not workplace harassment.
EXAMPLES:
Verbal conduct such as racial epithets, comments or slurs, lewd comments, sexual jokes,
offensive e-mails, unwanted sexual advances or comments, or threats and demands that may
demean, ridicule, intimidate, or offend;
Physical conduct such as assault, sexual flirtation, unwelcome touching, sexual advances, or
other physical interferences;
Visual conduct such as offensive cartoons, pictures, photographs, or gestures, or viewing or
sharing offensive internet materials;
Bullying such as coercing someone to do something they don't feel comfortable doing;
Retaliation for having reported discrimination and/or harassment, including sexual harassment.
PROCEDURES:
Any employee who believes that he/she has been subjected to any kind of discrimination or
harassment, including sexual harassment, coercion, or intimidation by anyone, whether a
volunteer, donor, vendor/supplier, visitor, member, delivery personnel, co-worker, former
employee or member of management, may pursue either of the following two methods to
resolve the matter.
Informal Method - Complaint
Step 1: At the time of experiencing the discrimination and/or harassment, including sexual
harassment, the employee is to indicate disapproval to the harasser and request that the
behaviour cease. If the harassment does not stop, or if the employee is uncomfortable
confronting the harasser, Step 2 is an option.
Step 2: The employee may speak with his/her Manager or the Director of Human Resources at
the JCC about the incident(s). The employee may also consult with a representative of the Joint
Health and Safety Committee. The individual consulted will assist in identifying how best to
address the discrimination or harassment, including sexual harassment and will assist the
employee in taking appropriate action to stop the discrimination or harassment, including
sexual harassment.
If the discrimination or harassment, including sexual harassment continues, or the employee is
not satisfied with an informal resolution, a formal complaint is the recommended option.
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Formal Method - Investigation
All formal complaints of discrimination and/or harassment, including sexual harassment, must
be submitted in writing to the Review Panel, using the attached form. All complaints will be
investigated as thoroughly, objectively, confidentially, and promptly as possible by the Review
Panel.
The investigation will include separate interviews with all relevant parties, i.e. the complainant,
the respondent, and any individual believed to have information regarding the alleged
transgressions. Any employee approached will be required to cooperate in such an
investigation. Employees will be informed of their rights to and obligations surrounding
confidentiality through the investigation and reporting process. Confidentiality agreements will
be signed by each person participating in an investigation prior to the start of such
investigation
A report of the findings, together with recommendations, will be communicated to the
complainant and alleged harasser involved. Where the complaint is substantiated, the Review
Panel will ensure that appropriate remedial action is taken. The Review Panel will endeavour, if
possible, to complete the investigation and to oversee the implementation of any required
remedial action, within thirty days of the filing of the complaint.
INVESTIGATION PROCESS:
The JCC Review Panel conducts a thorough investigation through the following steps:
1. Informs Senior Leaders, including the Board President, and the Joint Health & Safety
Committee that a formal complaint of workplace harassment, including sexual
harassment, or discrimination has been submitted and an investigation is taking place.
2. Information provided about the incident or complaint, including the complainant and
alleged harasser's name, will not be disclosed to protect employees' privacy, expect as
necessary to investigate the complaint or incident or to take corrective action or where
required by law
3. Contacts all necessary authorities regarding the incident (Police, Ministry of Labour, etc)
4. Consults legal counsel for guidance as needed
5. Conducts interviews with complainants, accused, and witnesses to obtain incident
reports
6. Compiles police reports, if applicable
7. Compiles report of the complainant
8. Compiles statements and responses from the accused
9. Reviews all documentation
10. Engages in consensus decisions-making process where applicable
11. Makes decision and/or recommendations regarding the accused and/or the incident
12. Shares decision where appropriate with Senior Leadership/ Legal Counsel where
applicable, ensuring confidentiality is maintained
13. Complies with Ministry of Labour order for an independent external investigation if
issued
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14. Any report does not necessarily constitute a report which will be shared with the Health
& Safety Committee or Representative or others within the organization apart from the
Review Panel and Senior Leadership, and Legal Counsel who are bound by
confidentiality to protect the complainant and the accused.
CONSEQUENCES:
Following an investigation of an incident or complaint, the JCC will take prompt and
appropriate corrective and disciplinary action against anyone who violates this policy. It should
also be understood that in addition to any of the procedures and remedies herein set out, the
Canadian Human Rights Act also gives an employee the right to legal redress. A complaint for
any form of discriminatory practice in the workplace, including harassment, and sexual
harassment, may be made before the Canadian Human Rights Commission.
Appropriate corrective or disciplinary measures may include the following:
✓ a formal apology
✓ counselling
✓ written warning placed in the employee’s personnel file
✓ change of work assignment
✓ suspension
✓ termination
In addition, The Review Panel may initiate any other action required to provide an effective
remedy to the victim or to the overall workplace environment
APPEAL:
In the event a complainant or respondent feels that the investigation and results did not follow
due process, he/she may file an appeal. This will be handled through UJA's Human Resources
Department. The appeal must be made in writing with specific details submitted to the JCC's
Review Panel who will forward it to UJA's Human Resources Director along with all relevant
material. UJA's Human Resources Department will review all the steps of the investigation and
results in confidence and will make a recommendation to the JCC's Review Panel.
Management considers allegations of discrimination and/or harassment, including sexual
harassment, as very serious. Therefore, should an investigation reveal that allegations have
been made vexatiously; disciplinary action will be taken against the complainant.
Creating a safe and respectful workplace for all our employees and volunteers is of paramount
importance. Implementation of this policy will receive the highest attention, training and
support necessary to achieve compliance.
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WHMIS
✓ Workplace
✓ Hazardous
✓ Materials
✓ Information
✓ System
WHMIS is an information system in the form of special labels, symbols, and Safety Data Sheets
(SDS) for potentially dangerous chemicals and products used in the workplace. All hazardous
materials used at the J are required by law to have the appropriate labels, symbols and SDS. All
SDS sheets are kept in a labeled binder in the cabinet behind the Manager of Room Bookings
and Rental's desk. It is the responsibility of each employee of the J to monitor all products
purchased and used in each department for WHIMIS labels and if they exist, to ensure the
appropriate SDS sheets are obtained from the supplier and given to the Joint Health and Safety
Committee Chairs for placement in the SDS binder. A copy of all SRC SDS sheets are also given
to DSPM.
In February 2015 Canada amended the Hazardous Products Act to incorporate GHS the Globally
Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals. This amendment will make sure
that hazard labels are the same globally. Please review the pictograms below and familiarize
yourself with their meaning.

WHIMIS training is required for all staff. It includes understanding the different hazard groups,
category of hazards, labels, SDS and precautions you can take to prevent illness or injury and
what to do if exposure to a hazard occurs.
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ACCESSIBILITY POLICY
Accessibility Policy for the Customer Service Standard under AODA (Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act), IASR (Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation) and
Human Rights Code.
The J is committed to developing policies, practices, and procedures that provide accessible
quality services to its members, guests, staff and volunteers. Services will be provided to
customers with disabilities in a manner that promotes and respects dignity, independence,
integration and equal opportunity.
The J is dedicated to ensuring all programs, services and events are accessible to customers in
accordance with Ontario Regulation 429.07 Accessibility Standards for Customer Services. The J
endeavors to ensure that the Accessibility Policy and related practices and procedures are
consistent with the following four (4) core principles:
✓ Dignity - Persons with a disability must be treated as valued customers as deserving of
service as any other customer.
✓ Equality of Opportunity - Persons with a disability should be given an opportunity equal
to that given to others to obtain, use and benefit from our services.
✓ Integration - Wherever possible, persons with a disability should benefit from our
services in the same place and in the same or similar manner as any other customer. In
circumstances where integration does not serve the needs of the person with a
disability, services will, to the extent possible, be provided in another way that takes
into account the person’s individual needs.
✓ Independence – Services shall be provided in a way that respects the independence of
persons with a disability. To this end, we will always be willing to assist a person with a
disability but will not do so without the express permission of the person.
The J is also committed to providing Accessible Customer Service in the following additional
areas:
COMMUNICATION
The J is committed to communicating with customers, staff and volunteers with disabilities in
different or alternative ways that take into consideration their disability.
Any J public information, for example information on our websites, will be made accessible to
an individual who requests it in an alternative format as soon as possible wherever possible,
including via email, mail, verbal over the phone and orally in person at the Customer Service
Desks or in a meeting.
Staff are trained on how to interact and communicate with customers with disabilities in a
manner that is respectful of a customer's dignity and independence.
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Alternative methods of communication shall be provided as requested. Staff will be trained to
communicate with customers over the telephone in an articulate manner and to speak clearly
and answer questions patiently.
USE OF ASSISTIVE DEVICES AND SUPPORT PERSONS
Assistive Devices, guide animals and/or support persons may be used by customers to assist in
accessing services at the J.
The J may require a person with a disability to be accompanied by a support person where it is
necessary to protect the health or safety of the person with a disability or the health or safety
of others on the premises. Support persons will not be required to pay entrance fees, where
applicable, when accompanying and providing aid to a customer with disabilities.
All service animals must have proof of inoculations/vaccinations required under the Childcare
Centre Early Years Act and the Toronto Operating Criteria.
Staff and volunteers will be properly trained in how to interact with customers with disabilities
who are accompanied by a service animal, a support person or an assistive device.
NOTICE OF TEMPORARY DISRUPTIONS
The J will notify customers if there is a planned or unexpected disruption of a facility or service
that persons with a disability use to access our services. The notice will be posted at the
entrance of the applicable premises as well as being provided verbally, electronically or in
person as applicable. The notice will include the following information:
✓ That a facility or service is unavailable.
✓ The anticipated duration of the disruption.
✓ The reason for the disruption.
✓ Alternative facilities or services, if available.
FEEDBACK PROCEDURE
AODA requires Organizations to implement a feedback method that allows clients to provide
feedback on perceived barriers, including how to ask for assistance.
The J accepts feedback in a variety of ways including in person through the J Ambassadors, by
telephone, in writing or electronically via email and/or website. Our feedback protocol requires
the J to respond to all customer inquiries within 3 business days.
TRAINING AND RECORDS
The J provides training at time of hire and ongoing training as required under the Act, to all
persons to whom this Policy applies as well as to those persons charged with developing this
Policy and related procedures and practices.
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A. Content of Training
Training will include:
✓ A review of the purpose of the Accessibility Legislation and requirements of the
Accessibilities Standards.
✓ A review of the J Accessibility Policy.
✓ How to interact and communicate with persons with various types of disabilities.
✓ How to interact with persons with a disability who use an assistive device or require the
assistance of a service animal or support person.
✓ How to use equipment or devices made available on our premises to assist persons with
a disability to obtain, use or benefit from our goods and services.
✓ What to do if a person with a disability is having difficulty accessing our premises and/or
services.
B. Timing of Training
It is a condition of hire that all JCC employees, full time and part time, and volunteers complete
the required training prior to their start date by viewing the links below:
✓ AODA training effective January 1, 2012 as per Government of Ontario mandate: Please
find the following link: http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/mcss/serve-ability/splash.html
✓ IASR (Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation) training effective January 1, 2015 as
per Government of Ontario mandate: Please find the following link:
http://www.accessforward.ca/
✓ Human Rights Code training effective January 1, 2015 as per Government of Ontario
mandate: Please find the following link: http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/learning/workingtogether-code-and-aoda
All employees, full time and part time, and volunteers are required to sign in their employment
contracts that they have viewed all the training outlined above.
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HOW DO I USE EPIPEN?
Remove the EpiPen® Auto-Injector from the carrier tube and follow these 2 simple steps:

✓ Hold firmly with orange tip pointing downward.
✓ Remove blue safety cap by pulling straight up. Do not bend or twist.

✓ Swing and push orange tip firmly into mid-outer thigh until you hear a “click.”
✓ Hold on thigh for several seconds.

Built-in needle protection
✓ When EpiPen® is removed, the orange needle cover automatically extends to cover the
injection needle, ensuring the needle is never exposed. It is important that you call 911,
or have someone take you to the emergency room, because the effects of epinephrine
can wear off and there is a chance of a second reaction.
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